Pressed Flower Wind Chime

Items Needed:

- Scissors
- A drill and small drill bit
- A sharpie (for tracing our circles)
- Some steel craft rings (you could also recycle mason jar rings)
- Clear contact paper
- Pressed florals
- Metal craft glue and string

Start by finding your branch and drilling holes along the length of it for hanging your rings from.

Next, we cut our contact paper into manageable sized squares, just bigger than the rings we were using.

Peel the paper backing off your contact paper and arrange your florals face down on the first piece and then lay the second piece on top of the back, working from the center out to avoid air bubbles. We found the flatter the flower the better the contact paper we together.

Trace out your ring on your floral 'windowpane' you have created and cut out the circle.

Glue the windowpane sandwiched between the two metal rings with your craft glue. Allow to dry.
Punch a hole in the top of your windowpane and thread your string through the hole and tie onto your branch.

Hang up your wind chime and enjoy your treasures all year long! This DIY is definitely kid friendly; however, we recommend assisting with the use of drill, scissors and craft glue!

Project Credit given to: https://www.motherearthnews.com/organic-gardening/gardening-techniques/starting-seeds-in-egg-cartons-zm0z15amzkin